The high efficiency performance of the Edinburgh Duck wave energy converter (WEC) in 2D regular wave tests makes it a promising wave energy conversion scheme. A solo Duck WEC will be able to apply the point absorber effect to further enhance its performance. Since released degree of freedom will decrease the efficiency, a Duck WEC with fixed pitching axis will be a better option. However, for fixed supported WECs, tide is a non-ignorable consideration. In this paper, a movable mass method is utilized in the whole tidal range to not only balance the Duck to appropriate beak angles, but also follow the variation of hydrodynamic coefficients to keep cancelling the reactance of the system impedance so that complex conjugate control can be realized to optimize the power capture performance of the Duck WEC in tide. Results show that the beak angle should be adjusted to as large a value as possible so that the response amplitude of the Duck at maximum relative capture width will be reasonable small, and the lowest weight of the movable mass is found when its designed position locates at the center of the Duck profile.
Introduction
In order to develop a cleaner and safer energy supply, ocean wave energy conversion has been attracting extensive research in recent years [1] [2] [3] . The Edinburgh Duck wave energy converter (WEC), which was invented by Stephen Salter in 1974 [4] , is one of the most efficient wave energy conversion schemes ever proposed. The Duck WEC is of terminator type, and one proposal of its cross section is shown in Figure 1a [5] . The cross section rotates about O and its profile can be divided into three parts: stern, paunch and beak. The stern part is of circular shape with O as its center point. The paunch part is formed so that the profile matches the diameter of the orbital movement of water particles at each depth [6] . The high efficiency character of this cross section results from its asymmetrical property. Evans [7] and Mei [8] had revealed that, for a two-dimensional cylinder with single pitching mode, the maximum efficiency E max can be calculated by:
where A + and A − are the radiated wave amplitude at x → +∞ and x → −∞ due to forced unit amplitude pitching velocity. Since the circular stern part of the Duck produces only very small amplitude leeward, the maximum efficiency will be high. Experimental tests in regular wave conditions confirmed more than 90% efficiency [9] and validated this theory. In the early design envisage of the Duck WEC, a plurality of Duck members are connected by end to end jointed spines with the intention to average the hydrodynamic forces on the axis supporting system so that the mooring forces are reduced in real sea wave climate [6] . However, the mechanical system was very complex, and the estimated low reliability of the system, especially the high failure rate of the mooring cables, caused the UK government to cancel the project [9] . Later, the research interest of the Duck WEC has shifted to the solo Duck configuration, whose efficiency will be further increased by applying the point absorber effect [5, 10] and the mooring system may also be simpler. Skyner applied a sophisticated supporting rig to measure the hydrodynamic coefficients of a solo Duck, based on which the power absorption was predicted and agreed well with experimental results, and it showed that the solo Duck can achieve a capture width 1.6 times the Duck width in regular wave, and the theoretical maximum capture width can be achieved by applying a complex conjugate controller by setting the controller impedance as the complex conjugate of the radiation impedance [5] . Pizer used a three-dimensional linear wave diffraction program to investigate the performance of a solo Duck, and motion constraints are also studied when taking both physical and linear theory limitations into consideration, and results revealed that although under constraints the solo Duck can achieve a relative capture width of over 2 and the performance decreases with more released motion freedom [10] . Actually, this performance reducing character is also observed in the spine based Duck investigated by Mynett et al. [11] . Thus, for a solo Duck WEC, a fixed pitching axis is a better option. One possible taut mooring configuration for the Duck with fixed pitching axis in head on waves is shown in Figure 1b . This mooring scheme is evolved from the multi-degree-of-freedom-power-absorbing mooring configuration proposed in [10] by removing the power take-off (PTO) devices from the tension legs. If the margin of the pre-tension and the stiffness of the tension legs are large enough, we can treat the Duck pitching axis as fixed. For a fixed supporting WEC, tide is a non-ignorable consideration. Castellucci et al. [12] [13] [14] investigated the effect of tide to the performance of wave energy converters, and proposed a tide compensation method to reduce the influence of tide by expanding and contracting the length of the connection line for a fixed stator point absorber WEC. In a tidal period, the fixed pitching axis Duck is exposed to continuously varying tidal height, resulting in its varying floating states in equilibrium position. The corresponding hydrodynamic coefficients and hydrostatic stiffness coefficients will also change accordingly, causing the Duck to deviate from its designed optimal working state.
In order to optimize the performance of a wave energy sea water desalination device at different wave climate, Lucas et al. [15] used the removable mass method by realizing complex conjugate control. However, the best designed position of the movable mass is not investigated. In this paper, the movable mass method is utilized in the whole tidal range to not only balance the Duck to appropriate beak angles in different tidal heights, but also follow the variation of In the early design envisage of the Duck WEC, a plurality of Duck members are connected by end to end jointed spines with the intention to average the hydrodynamic forces on the axis supporting system so that the mooring forces are reduced in real sea wave climate [6] . However, the mechanical system was very complex, and the estimated low reliability of the system, especially the high failure rate of the mooring cables, caused the UK government to cancel the project [9] . Later, the research interest of the Duck WEC has shifted to the solo Duck configuration, whose efficiency will be further increased by applying the point absorber effect [5, 10] and the mooring system may also be simpler. Skyner applied a sophisticated supporting rig to measure the hydrodynamic coefficients of a solo Duck, based on which the power absorption was predicted and agreed well with experimental results, and it showed that the solo Duck can achieve a capture width 1.6 times the Duck width in regular wave, and the theoretical maximum capture width can be achieved by applying a complex conjugate controller by setting the controller impedance as the complex conjugate of the radiation impedance [5] . Pizer used a three-dimensional linear wave diffraction program to investigate the performance of a solo Duck, and motion constraints are also studied when taking both physical and linear theory limitations into consideration, and results revealed that although under constraints the solo Duck can achieve a relative capture width of over 2 and the performance decreases with more released motion freedom [10] . Actually, this performance reducing character is also observed in the spine based Duck investigated by Mynett et al. [11] . Thus, for a solo Duck WEC, a fixed pitching axis is a better option. One possible taut mooring configuration for the Duck with fixed pitching axis in head on waves is shown in Figure 1b . This mooring scheme is evolved from the multi-degree-of-freedom-power-absorbing mooring configuration proposed in [10] by removing the power take-off (PTO) devices from the tension legs. If the margin of the pre-tension and the stiffness of the tension legs are large enough, we can treat the Duck pitching axis as fixed. For a fixed supporting WEC, tide is a non-ignorable consideration. Castellucci et al. [12] [13] [14] investigated the effect of tide to the performance of wave energy converters, and proposed a tide compensation method to reduce the influence of tide by expanding and contracting the length of the connection line for a fixed stator point absorber WEC. In a tidal period, the fixed pitching axis Duck is exposed to continuously varying tidal height, resulting in its varying floating states in equilibrium position. The corresponding hydrodynamic coefficients and hydrostatic stiffness coefficients will also change accordingly, causing the Duck to deviate from its designed optimal working state.
In order to optimize the performance of a wave energy sea water desalination device at different wave climate, Lucas et al. [15] used the removable mass method by realizing complex conjugate control. However, the best designed position of the movable mass is not investigated. In this paper, the movable mass method is utilized in the whole tidal range to not only balance the Duck to appropriate beak angles in different tidal heights, but also follow the variation of hydrodynamic coefficients to keep cancelling the reactance of the system impedance so that complex conjugate control can be realized to optimize power capture performance of the Duck WEC in tide. At first, the character of hydrodynamic coefficients is studied for a range of floating states at different tidal heights. Then, the maximum relative capture width achieved by applying complex conjugate control at different floating states is investigated to determine the best floating state at different tidal heights. Furthermore, the hydrostatic stiffness coefficient is studied to confirm the feasibility of realizing the optimal control by adjusting the position of the mass center. Finally, a case study is performed based on the previous results to find the trajectory of the movable mass in tide and to find the best designed position of the movable mass to achieve the lowest movable mass weight.
Geometry and Floating States of the Duck
The detailed description of the geometry of the solo Duck is shown in Figure 1 , where θ b is the beak angle; d is the depth of rotation axis O, i.e., the pitching axis; R is the radius of the stern part; G is the gravity center of the rotating mass; L and α are the radial distance and angle of the gravity center of the rotating mass, respectively; and h is the water depth. Oxyz is the global Cartesian coordinate system with x in wave propagating direction, y in longitudinal direction of the Duck and z in the opposite direction of gravity with z = 0 representing the still water level. The dimension of the Duck is the same as that in [10] and is 100:1 scale compared to the dimension of the experimental model used in [5] . In accordance with the experimental setup, we have h = 60 m, R = 5 m and the width of Duck W = 29 m.
At different tidal heights, the Duck will present different floating states. In order to understand the influence of tidal height on the hydrodynamic performance of the Duck, a range of floating states are studied. Although the tidal range differs globally, the overall law is that the nearer the coast, the larger the tidal range [16, 17] . Since the solo Duck WEC is an off-shore device in open sea, we choose the tidal range to be H T = 3 m, which belongs to the meso-tidal range (2-4 m) [18] . The floating state of the Duck is characterized by two parameters: the depth of rotation axis d and the beak angle θ b , and their values are listed in Table 1 . Floating states No. 1-5 vary the depth of rotation axis from the lowest tidal height −H T /2 to the highest H T /2 with the beak angle be kept constant at θ b = 132 • . Floating states No. 6-9 vary the beak angle from 108 • , where the Duck almost loses its asymmetry property, to 156 • , where the beak nearly touches the free surface, with the depth of rotation axis be kept constant at d = 5.5 m. Therefore, the listed floating states represent a large range of attitudes the Duck is possible to present in different tidal heights. 
Theoretical Modeling
In this paper, the linear wave theory is applied to study the hydrodynamic performance of the solo Duck at different floating states. Assume the wave amplitude to be small relative to the wavelength, and the water particle motion to be irrotational and incompressible. Complex amplitudes are used to simplify the expressions. Pitch excursion of the Duck WEC is defined as: whereξ is the complex amplitude of pitch excursion; ω is the circular frequency of incident wave; and t is the flow time. Hence, the complex amplitude of pitch velocity can be obtained as:
and the complex amplitude of pitch acceleration as:
We can easily get the dynamic motion equation of the Duck as:
where J, C and K r are the added inertia, radiation damping coefficient and hydrostatic stiffness coefficient of the Duck in pitch direction due to pitch motion, respectively; J e is the dry inertia of the Duck itself in pitch direction; C e is the PTO damping coefficient; andM is the complex amplitude of excitation moment in pitch direction. In accordance with the definition in [19] , we define the system impedance as the summation of the radiation impedance and mechanical impedance by:
where ω(C + C e ) is the resistance term and [K r − ω 2 (J + J e )]i is the reactance term. The complex amplitude of wave amplitudeÂ is defined as:Â
where A 0 is the amplitude of incident wave and it is a real value. Then, the complex amplitude of pitch excursion can be expressed by:
where ξ 0 is the modulus of complex amplitude of pitch excursion per unit wave amplitude; and φ is phase difference between the complex amplitude of pitch excursion andÂ. In addition, the excitation moment can be expressed by:
where M 0 is the modulus of complex amplitude of excitation moment per unit wave amplitude; and ψ is phase difference between the complex amplitude of excitation moment andξ. By inserting the expression forξ,M and Z s into Equation (5), the pitch excursion per unit wave amplitude is obtained as:
The power captured by the Duck can be calculated by:
where * denotes the complex conjugate. In linear regular wave, for finite water depth, the incident wave power flux per unit wave front can be calculated by [20, 21] :
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where ρ is the density of water, g is the acceleration of gravity, k is the wave number, and they satisfy the dispersion relation:
The relative capture width η, which is extensively used in representing the efficiency of WECs [22] [23] [24] , is defined by dividing the captured power by incident power flux and characteristic length of the WEC. For the solo Duck, the relative capture width becomes: (14) In Equation (14) , the added inertia, damping coefficient and excitation moment are calculated by the boundary element method (BEM) by using ANSYS AQWA [25] software (Version 16.0; ANSYS: Canonsburg, PA, USA). Since the Duck is symmetrical to the y = 0 plane, only half of the Duck is modeled to decrease computational costs. Figure 2 shows an example of the BEM mesh for the Duck at floating state No. 8. A total of 1250 panels are used to model the Duck surface. However, only diffraction panels under the free surface will be computed, while the panels above the free surface are neglected. 
In Equation (14), the added inertia, damping coefficient and excitation moment are calculated by the boundary element method (BEM) by using ANSYS AQWA [25] software (Version 16.0; ANSYS: Canonsburg, PA, USA). Since the Duck is symmetrical to the y = 0 plane, only half of the Duck is modeled to decrease computational costs. Figure 2 shows an example of the BEM mesh for the Duck at floating state No. 8. A total of 1250 panels are used to model the Duck surface. However, only diffraction panels under the free surface will be computed, while the panels above the free surface are neglected. The BEM method is validated by comparing the calculated hydrodynamic coefficients with the experimental results in [5] . The floating state of the Duck in the experiment is the same as the floating state No. 8 but with a 1:100 scale of dimension. Thus, the floating state No. 8 is scaled to the same dimension of the experimental setup and the water density is set to 1000 kg/m 3 to keep consistent with the fresh water used in the wave tank. The comparison results are shown in Figure  3 , where Z, which is called "radiation impedance" in [5] , is defined as:
In the experimental setup, Je = 0.0636 Kg·m 2 , and Kr = 1.165 N·m. The BEM results agree well the experiment indicating that the BEM method is credible to predict the hydrodynamic coefficients of the solo Duck at other floating states. The BEM method is validated by comparing the calculated hydrodynamic coefficients with the experimental results in [5] . The floating state of the Duck in the experiment is the same as the floating state No. 8 but with a 1:100 scale of dimension. Thus, the floating state No. 8 is scaled to the same dimension of the experimental setup and the water density is set to 1000 kg/m 3 to keep consistent with the fresh water used in the wave tank. The comparison results are shown in Figure 3 , where Z, which is called "radiation impedance" in [5] , is defined as:
In the experimental setup, J e = 0.0636 Kg·m 2 , and K r = 1.165 N·m. The BEM results agree well the experiment indicating that the BEM method is credible to predict the hydrodynamic coefficients of the solo Duck at other floating states.
In the experimental setup, Je = 0.0636 Kg·m 2 , and Kr = 1.165 N·m. The BEM results agree well the experiment indicating that the BEM method is credible to predict the hydrodynamic coefficients of the solo Duck at other floating states. 
Results and Discussion
In this section, the character of hydrodynamic coefficients is firstly studied for a range of floating states at different tidal heights. Then, the maximum relative capture width achieved by applying complex conjugate control at different floating states is investigated to determine the best floating state at different tidal heights. Furthermore, the hydrostatic stiffness coefficient is studied to confirm the feasibility of realizing the optimal control by adjusting the position of the mass center. Finally, a case study is performed based on the previous results to find the trajectory of the movable mass in tide and to find the best designed position of the movable mass to achieve the lowest movable mass weight. Figure 4 shows the added inertia as a function of wave frequency at different floating states. The added inertia increases with depth of rotation axis monotonously when θ b = 144 • and also increases with beak angle monotonously when d = 5.5 m. From Salter's experimental result, one conclusion is made that the added inertia of the Duck increases with water line length [26] . Figure 5 shows the added inertia variation with characteristic parameters of the wetted surface of the Duck at different wave frequencies. In Figure 5a , we find that the added inertia increases with water line length only when the depth of rotation axis is fixed, while this relation is reversed when the beak angle is fixed. In general, the added inertia varies disorderly with the water line length. In fact, the added inertia is physically caused by the synchronous motion of the water near the oscillating body surface. In Figure 6a , a small piece of water near the wetted surface of the Duck is shown to demonstrate its flow pattern. Suppose the surface of the Duck is impermeable and of non-slip condition, which is the common case, the water particles at the wetted surface will follow its motion velocity. Then, the water near the wetted surface will follow the oscillating pitch motion of the Duck. Although the flow pattern is essentially very complex, we believe that the volume of the followed water should be proportional to the width of the water piece, which is the mapped length of the small segment on the Duck surface in the normal direction of its velocity. In addition, according to the definition of moment of inertia, the inertia of the followed water should also be proportional to square of its rotating radius. Here, we define a new parameter, named water inertia, to include all relevant parameters that are proportional to water inertia to account for the added inertia caused by the followed water oscillation as:
Hydrodynamic Coefficients
where ds is the length of the segment on the Duck surface; γ is the angle between the normal vector of the segment and its velocity direction; and l is the rotation radius. Hence the water inertia will be proportional to added inertia. Figure 6b shows the distribution of the water inertia over the wetted surface of the Duck at d = 5.5 m and θ b = 144 • . The paunch part contributes most to the water inertia, while the contribution from the stern part is small. Especially in the circular stern part, the water inertia is almost zero. The total water inertia for the Duck at certain floating state is obtained by integrating Equation (16) over the whole wetted surface. Figure 5b shows the added inertia variation with the total water inertia at different wave frequencies. It is interesting to find that the distribution of the added inertia is almost reduced to a straight line, which agrees with the previous hypothesis that the water inertia be proportional with added inertia. The fitted lines for different wave frequencies are also shown in Figure 5b . Small scattering of the points from the fitted lines are observed indicating that the added inertia caused by the oscillation water motion is very complex and more elaborate calculation should be performed to precisely predict the added inertia. However, we found that the total water inertia is an important factor to qualitatively estimate the added inertia of Duck at certain wave frequency, and this provides a profile reference parameter in understanding the added inertia and even designing the profile of other pitching devices without performing large amount of BEM simulations ahead. beak angle. Figure 8 shows the excitation moment coefficient as a function of wave frequency at different floating states. The excitation moment coefficient increases with depth of rotation axis when θb = 144° and increases with beak angle when d = 5.5 m, and a small decreasing trend is observed for the beak angle of 156° at frequencies around 0.2 Hz. Actually, the similar variation law of the added inertia, radiation damping coefficient and excitation moment coefficient with floating states is expected, since they all only depend on the shape of the wetted surface at certain frequency. The same variation in the wetted surface shape may be reasonable to result in the same variation in hydrodynamic coefficients. Energies 
Maximum Relative Capture Width
According to Equation (14), the maximum relative capture width of the solo Duck WEC is obtained when: and:
That means the Duck WEC works at resonance and the PTO damping is optimal, i.e., the Duck is under the phase and amplitude control, also called complex conjugate control [19] . Then, the maximum relative capture width is obtained as: 
According to Equation (14), the maximum relative capture width of the solo Duck WEC is obtained when:
and:
That means the Duck WEC works at resonance and the PTO damping is optimal, i.e., the Duck is under the phase and amplitude control, also called complex conjugate control [19] . Then, the maximum relative capture width is obtained as: (19) As shown in Equation (19) , when neglecting the second fraction of the right term representing the influence of water depth, the maximum relative capture width at certain frequency is determined only by excitation moment and radiation damping coefficient, but not by the added inertia. In addition, the reader may find that M 0 , which represents the diffracting term, in Equation (19) does not appear in Equation (1), which is also an expression for the maximum efficiency and only radiation terms are included. Actually, the two equations are consistent as both of them have two arguments that are directly related to the geometry of the Duck. More thoroughly, the radiation term can be related to the diffracting term [27] by: (20) where λ is the wavelength of incident wave; and θ is the direction angle of the incident wave. Therefore, M 0 and C are just the synthetic reflection of A + and A − , and Equations (1) and (19) should present the same results. Figure 9 shows the maximum relative capture width as a function of wave frequency at different floating states. For both subfigures, an overall decreasing trend of the maximum relative capture width with frequency is observed. Small rise and fall of the maximum relative capture width in the frequency range and the resulted local maxima and minima are also detected. The larger the depth of rotation axis and beak angle, the more prominent the fluctuation amplitudes appears. For most of the wave frequencies studied in this paper, the maximum relative capture width exceeds one, which is the limitation for a spine based Duck WEC and its hydrodynamic performance is dominated by the 2D property. This indicates that the solo Duck WEC effectively uses the point absorber effect to improve its power capture ability. Therefore, the solo Duck WEC will have better efficiency advantage than its spine based counterpart. Another interesting finding is that the maximum relative capture tends to converge at small wave frequency. This may be due to that the attitude differences between these floating states are relatively small compared to the large wavelength at low frequencies. different floating states. For both subfigures, an overall decreasing trend of the maximum relative capture width with frequency is observed. Small rise and fall of the maximum relative capture width in the frequency range and the resulted local maxima and minima are also detected. The larger the depth of rotation axis and beak angle, the more prominent the fluctuation amplitudes appears. For most of the wave frequencies studied in this paper, the maximum relative capture width exceeds one, which is the limitation for a spine based Duck WEC and its hydrodynamic performance is dominated by the 2D property. This indicates that the solo Duck WEC effectively uses the point absorber effect to improve its power capture ability. Therefore, the solo Duck WEC will have better efficiency advantage than its spine based counterpart. Another interesting finding is that the maximum relative capture tends to converge at small wave frequency. This may be due to that the attitude differences between these floating states are relatively small compared to the large wavelength at low frequencies. In Figure 9 , the maximum relative capture width is achieved by applying the complex conjugate control. However, several studies [28] [29] [30] have revealed that it should be careful that a complex conjugate control applied to a point absorber in long waves may result in large motion excursion, which may be unsuitable due to both physical and linear wave theory limitations. The In Figure 9 , the maximum relative capture width is achieved by applying the complex conjugate control. However, several studies [28] [29] [30] have revealed that it should be careful that a complex conjugate control applied to a point absorber in long waves may result in large motion excursion, which may be unsuitable due to both physical and linear wave theory limitations. The response amplitude operator (RAO) of the solo Duck at the maximum relative capture width can be determined from Equations (10), (17) and (18) as: Figure 10 shows the RAO of the Duck at maximum relative capture width as a function of wave frequency at different floating states. The RAO decreases with wave frequency monotonously in the whole frequency range, and it is more sensitive to the variation of beak angle than that of depth of rotation axis. In long waves, the RAO is quite large. However, the RAO decreased a lot when the beak angle increases. This inspired us that in order to make the complex conjugate control more credible and feasible, the beak angle should be adjusted to as large value as possible. When considering the optimal floating state in tide, we decide that the beak angle should be adjusted large enough until only 2 m freeboard height left above the free surface at every tidal height. The resulting beak angles in different tidal heights corresponding to different rotation axis depths are listed in Table 2 , where d T is the tidal height. when the beak angle increases. This inspired us that in order to make the complex conjugate control more credible and feasible, the beak angle should be adjusted to as large value as possible. When considering the optimal floating state in tide, we decide that the beak angle should be adjusted large enough until only 2 m freeboard height left above the free surface at every tidal height. The resulting beak angles in different tidal heights corresponding to different rotation axis depths are listed in Table 2 , where dT is the tidal height. 
Hydrostatic Stiffness Coefficient
The hydrostatic stiffness coefficient of the Duck also depends on the floating state, and it can be divided into two parts: the pressure moment coefficient KP and the gravity moment coefficient KG. The pressure moment of the Duck applied by the water at the rotation axis can be calculated by:
=ò ò n r (22) where Sb is the wetted surface; n is the outward normal vector on the wetted surface; and r is the vector from the point on the wetted surface to the rotation axis O. The pressure moment coefficient can be calculated as [31] :
where n3 is the z-component of the normal vector n; zb is the z-component coordinate of buoyancy center; and v is the volume of water displaced by the Duck. Figure 11 shows the pressure moment 
The hydrostatic stiffness coefficient of the Duck also depends on the floating state, and it can be divided into two parts: the pressure moment coefficient K P and the gravity moment coefficient K G . The pressure moment of the Duck applied by the water at the rotation axis can be calculated by:
where S b is the wetted surface; n is the outward normal vector on the wetted surface; and r is the vector from the point on the wetted surface to the rotation axis O. The pressure moment coefficient can be calculated as [31] :
where n 3 is the z-component of the normal vector n; z b is the z-component coordinate of buoyancy center; and v is the volume of water displaced by the Duck. Figure 11 shows the pressure moment and pressure moment coefficient as a function of depth of rotation axis and beak angle. The pressure moment increases with both depth of rotation axis and beak angle. An intuitional explanation is that the submerged volume increases with depth of rotation axis and beak angle, and then resulted in the buoyancy and buoyancy moment increasing. Actually, the pressure moment coefficient can be deduced from the pressure moment from its definition by:
From Figure 11a , it can be seen that in both sides of the pressure moment M P = 0.9 × 10 8 N·m, the contour lines are sparser and sparser, causing the pressure moment coefficient to have opposite variation trend around the floating states with M P = 0.9 × 10 8 N·m and it is obviously shown in Figure 11b . 
From Figure 11a , it can be seen that in both sides of the pressure moment MP = 0.9 × 10 8 N·m, the contour lines are sparser and sparser, causing the pressure moment coefficient to have opposite variation trend around the floating states with MP = 0.9 × 10 8 N·m and it is obviously shown in Figure 11b . At equilibrium position, the Duck is balanced when the pressure moment equals the gravity moment as:
where m is the rotating mass of the Duck. Then, the gravity moment coefficient can be deduced as:
Hence, the gravity moment coefficient only depends on the pressure moment, i.e., the floating state, and the angle of gravity center of the rotating mass. In order for the Duck to be able to balance with the pressure moment, α should be between π/2 and 3π/2. Thus, the gravity moment coefficient ranges from -∞ to +∞. That means it is possible to adjust the hydrostatic stiffness coefficient to any desired value so that Equation (17) be satisfied and complex conjugate control be realized to maximize power capture. Therefore, at different tidal heights, the variation of hydrodynamic coefficients can be followed by the adjustment of hydrostatic stiffness by changing the angle of mass center so that the reactance of the system impedance keep zero. Then, the WEC system will have the optimal performance in tide. Since the pressure moment coefficient increase with both depth of rotation axis and beak angle, the gravity moment coefficient will be more sensitive to the angle variance of gravity center of the rotating mass at large depth of rotation axis and beak angle.
Case Study
As a summation of the studies in above sections, we have firstly investigated the character of the hydrodynamic coefficients and maximum relative capture width of a solo Duck WEC at At equilibrium position, the Duck is balanced when the pressure moment equals the gravity moment as:
As a summation of the studies in above sections, we have firstly investigated the character of the hydrodynamic coefficients and maximum relative capture width of a solo Duck WEC at different floating states, and we make the complex conjugate control more credible by adjusting the beak angle to as large a value as possible so that the RAO will be reasonably small. Then, we proposed to realize the complex conjugate control by adjusting the angle of gravity center of the rotating mass of the Duck to cancel the reactance term of the mechanical impedance in different tidal heights. In this section, we apply the movable mass method to achieve complex conjugate control for a solo Duck WEC when exposed to tide by a case study.
For simplicity of engineering realization, the movable mass is better located inside the profile of the Duck. In this section, the movable mass is only free to move in the x-z plane as the movement in the y direction is meaningless to adjusting the hydrostatic stiffness coefficient and gravity moment. Supposing that the movable mass takes part of the total rotating mass, denoted as bm, where b is the mass ratio, and the movable mass is assumed to focus at one point to ease the calculation for its inertia. The designed floating state is selected as that listed in Table 2 when the tidal height is 0, and the designed position of the movable mass is where the movable mass resides at the designed floating states. In order for the Duck to balance and resonate at the designed floating state, according to Equations (17), (25) , and (26), it satisfies that:
where M d and K d are the pressure moment and pressure moment coefficient at the designed floating state, respectively; L d and α d are the radial distance and angle of the designed position of the movable mass, respectively; J d is the added inertia at the designed floating state; L 0 and α 0 are the radial distance and angle of the gravity center of remained rotating mass, respectively; and J 0 is the inertia of the remained rotating mass added with the converted inertia from the PTO load. At certain tidal height, in order for the Duck to balance and resonate at the corresponding floating state, it should satisfy that:
where M n and K n are the pressure moment and pressure moment coefficient at this floating state, respectively; L n and α n are the radial distance and angle of the position of the movable mass at this floating state, respectively; J n is the added inertia at this floating state; and β is the beak angle differences between this floating state and the designed floating state. From Equations (27)- (30), the following relations are derived:
To find the solution of α n and L n , Equations (31) and (32) can be rearranged as:
Then, α n is traversed through all the value from −π to π to find the corresponding L n and F n . One example of the variation of L n and F n with α n is shown in Figure 12 , where L lim is the radial distance from the Duck surface to the rotation axis. Since the movable mass should be inside the Duck profile, the solution for L n should be below the curve of L lim . Then, the solution is found where F n equals zero, and 0 < L n < L lim . In all the calculations in this section, we assume the radial distance and angle of the remained rotating mass center to be constant, and they are set to L 0 = 2.5 m and α 0 = 135 • . Figure 13a shows the position of the movable mass variation with tidal height at different wave frequencies at L d = 2.5 m, α d = 135 • and b = 0.2. The movable mass finds its position inside Duck profile in the whole tidal range indicating that the movable mass method is able to make the Duck WEC work at resonance at every tidal height for different wave frequencies in the finite space inside the Duck profile. Figure 13b shows the position of the movable mass variation with tidal height at different mass ratios at L d = 2.5 m, α d = 135 • and f = 0.1 Hz. For the same variation of tidal height, the displacement of the movable mass decreases with mass ratio. At b = 0.3, the five positions of the movable mass corresponds to the five tidal heights listed in Table 2 are relatively compact. However, at b = 0.1, it is even not possible to find a place inside the Duck for the movable mass at tidal Duck profile, the solution for Ln should be below the curve of Llim. Then, the solution is found where Fn equals zero, and 0 < Ln < Llim. In all the calculations in this section, we assume the radial distance and angle of the remained rotating mass center to be constant, and they are set to L0 = 2.5 m and α0 = 135°. Figure 13a shows the position of the movable mass variation with tidal height at different wave frequencies at Ld = 2.5 m, αd = 135° and b = 0.2. The movable mass finds its position inside Duck profile in the whole tidal range indicating that the movable mass method is able to make the Duck WEC work at resonance at every tidal height for different wave frequencies in the finite space inside the Duck profile. Figure 13b shows the position of the movable mass variation with tidal height at different mass ratios at Ld = 2.5 m, αd = 135°and f = 0.1 Hz. For the same variation of tidal height, the displacement of the movable mass decreases with mass ratio. At b = 0.3, the five positions of the movable mass corresponds to the five tidal heights listed in Table 2 are relatively compact. However, at b = 0.1, it is even not possible to find a place inside the Duck for the movable mass at tidal height dT = −1.5 m and dT = 1.5 m to achieve resonance. Hence, the efficiency of the Duck in tidal range of 3 m will be reduced. Figure 13a shows the position of the movable mass variation with tidal height at different wave frequencies at Ld = 2.5 m, αd = 135° and b = 0.2. The movable mass finds its position inside Duck profile in the whole tidal range indicating that the movable mass method is able to make the Duck WEC work at resonance at every tidal height for different wave frequencies in the finite space inside the Duck profile. Figure 13b shows the position of the movable mass variation with tidal height at different mass ratios at Ld = 2.5 m, αd = 135° and f = 0.1 Hz. For the same variation of tidal height, the displacement of the movable mass decreases with mass ratio. At b = 0.3, the five positions of the movable mass corresponds to the five tidal heights listed in Table 2 are relatively compact. However, at b = 0.1, it is even not possible to find a place inside the Duck for the movable mass at tidal height dT = −1.5 m and dT = 1.5 m to achieve resonance. Hence, the efficiency of the Duck in tidal range of 3 m will be reduced. Figure 14a shows the position of the movable mass variation with tidal height at different radial distance of the designed position at α d = 135 • , b = 0.2, and f = 0.1 Hz. Slight increase in the displacement of the movable mass corresponding to the same tidal height variation for larger radial distance of the designed position has been observed. When approaching the beak part of the Duck, smaller room will be left for the movable mass to locate. At L d = 7.5 m, there will be no position inside the Duck for the movable mass to locate to make the Duck WEC resonate when d T = −1.5 m. Figure 14b shows the position of the movable mass variation with tidal height at different angles of the designed position at L d = 2.5 m, b = 0.2, and f = 0.1 Hz. In addition, small increase in the displacement of the movable mass corresponding to the same tidal height variation for larger angle of the designed position is noticed. Nearer the boundary of the Duck profile of the designed position, smaller rooms will be left for the movable mass to locate. At α d = 165 • , the movable mass is about to touch the boundary when d T = 1.5 m. From the above analysis, the best designed position should be locate at the center of the Duck profile so that the displacement of the movable mass will be smaller and there will be enough room for the movable mass to locate for the whole tidal range. displacement of the movable mass corresponding to the same tidal height variation for larger angle of the designed position is noticed. Nearer the boundary of the Duck profile of the designed position, smaller rooms will be left for the movable mass to locate. At αd = 165°, the movable mass is about to touch the boundary when dT = 1.5 m. From the above analysis, the best designed position should be locate at the center of the Duck profile so that the displacement of the movable mass will be smaller and there will be enough room for the movable mass to locate for the whole tidal range. From an engineering view, the heavier the movable mass, the more expensive the cost is. The weight of the movable mass can be calculated as:
As can be seen, the weight of the movable mass increases with mass ratio b, and decreases with Ld and cosαd. In order to apply a light-weight movable mass, the mass ratio should be as small as possible, and a maximum value of Ldcosαd inside the Duck profile suggests that the best designed position should reside on the paunch surface. However, the above studies find that the movable mass will not be able to stay inside the Duck in the whole tidal range if the mass ratio is too small and the designed position locates near the Duck profile boundary. Thus, to find the lowest weight, we should solve the optimization problem under constraints stated as below:
From above studies, we found that the trajectory of the movable mass varies continuously with tidal height. Therefore, we believe that provided the position of the movable mass for the five tidal heights listed in Table 2 resides inside the Duck profile, the movable mass will always reside inside the Duck profile for the whole tidal range. Figure 15 shows the distribution of the lowest movable mass weight and corresponding mass ratio at different designed positions. In Figure 15a , the deep blue region represents the most suitable place for the designed position, and it resides at the center area of the Duck profile, which confirms the previous conclusion that the designed position should be kept away from the boundary. In Figure 15b , the mass ratio is smaller in the upper area of the From an engineering view, the heavier the movable mass, the more expensive the cost is. The weight of the movable mass can be calculated as:
As can be seen, the weight of the movable mass increases with mass ratio b, and decreases with L d and cosα d . In order to apply a light-weight movable mass, the mass ratio should be as small as possible, and a maximum value of L d cosα d inside the Duck profile suggests that the best designed position should reside on the paunch surface. However, the above studies find that the movable mass will not be able to stay inside the Duck in the whole tidal range if the mass ratio is too small and the designed position locates near the Duck profile boundary. Thus, to find the lowest weight, we should solve the optimization problem under constraints stated as below:
From above studies, we found that the trajectory of the movable mass varies continuously with tidal height. Therefore, we believe that provided the position of the movable mass for the five tidal heights listed in Table 2 resides inside the Duck profile, the movable mass will always reside inside the Duck profile for the whole tidal range. Figure 15 shows the distribution of the lowest movable mass weight and corresponding mass ratio at different designed positions. In Figure 15a , the deep blue region represents the most suitable place for the designed position, and it resides at the center area of the Duck profile, which confirms the previous conclusion that the designed position should be kept away from the boundary. In Figure 15b , the mass ratio is smaller in the upper area of the Duck, while larger at the lower area. The blank area inside the Duck profile means that there will be no solution for Equations (29) and (30) at these regions. We found the minimum value of mass ratio to be 0.125 indicating that at least 12.5% of the rotating mass should be arranged to make the movable mass be adequate to realize complex conjugate control for the whole tidal range. Duck, while larger at the lower area. The blank area inside the Duck profile means that there will be no solution for Equations (29) and (30) at these regions. We found the minimum value of mass ratio to be 0.125 indicating that at least 12.5% of the rotating mass should be arranged to make the movable mass be adequate to realize complex conjugate control for the whole tidal range.
(a) (b) Figure 15 . Distribution of the lowest movable mass weight and corresponding mass ratio at different designed positions: (a) lowest movable mass weight; and (b) corresponding mass ratio.
Conclusions
This paper studied the influence of tidal height to the hydrodynamic performance of a solo Duck wave energy converter with fixed pitching axis in regular wave. A movable mass method is utilized in the whole tidal range to not only balance the Duck to appropriate beak angle, but also follow the hydrodynamic coefficient variation to keep cancelling the reactance of the WEC system impedance so that complex conjugate control can be realized to optimize the Duck WEC performance in tide. Some conclusions can be made from above studies:
(1) The added inertia, radiation damping coefficient and excitation moment coefficient share similar variation law with floating states. Furthermore, the added inertia can be qualitatively estimated by the water inertia, which is defined as the mapped length on the Duck surface in the normal direction of its velocity multiplied by square of its rotation radius. (2) In most of the range of the wave frequency investigated in this paper, the Duck WEC has a maximum relative capture width larger than one, which is consistent with the point absorber effect. The beak angle should be adjusted to as large a value as possible so that the RAO of the Duck at maximum relative capture width will be reasonably small. (3) At certain floating state, the hydrostatic stiffness coefficient only depends on the angle of mass center. Therefore, the position of the mass center is a key parameter that not only balances the Duck to a large beak angle, but also adjusts the reactance of the system so that complex conjugate control can be realized at different tidal heights. (4) In order to cancel the reactance term from the mechanical impedance of the WEC system at different tidal heights, the movable mass ratio should not be too small, and the designed position of the movable mass should keep away from the Duck profile. The lowest weight of the movable mass is found when its designed position locates at the center of the Duck profile. 
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